
PREDICTIVE IT ANALYTICS
Gain comprehensive analytics 

across physical, virtual, 
container, private and public 

cloud environments. Know  
about vulnerabilities before 

 they affect your environment.

AUTOMATED EXPERT 
ASSESSMENT

Real-time visibility of hybrid 
environments enables ops 
teams to identify pending 

outages and fix things faster.

RAPID TIME TO VALUE
Deploy and scale quickly with 

no additional infrastructure 
requirements. Teams  

can immediately initiate 
tailored remediation steps 

 to avoid downtime and 
optimize security. 

MINIMIZE HUMAN ERROR
Decrease security threats by 

providing tailored, easy to 
follow remediation steps.

FIX PROBLEMS  
BEFORE THEY OCCUR

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Predict and prevent problems before they occur in your IT infrastructure with actionable intelligence 
powered by Red Hat®, the world’s leading provider of open source software. As existing workloads 
evolve, and new deployments grow in size and complexity, risk management is a key challenge 
and a necessity for enterprise IT. To be successful, operations departments need to employ new 
environments with lightning speed and ensure those systems scale reliably. 

Red Hat Insights provides highly scalable, prescriptive analytics across users’ hybrid infrastructure. 
Based on Red Hat’s expertise, and delivered as a SaaS (Software as a Service) offering, Red Hat 
Insights generates tailored remediations in real time. More than a monitoring system, Insights 
transforms intelligent data to pinpoint technical risks and enables IT to resolve problems before 
their business is affected. Insight’s updated platform provides operational analytics and functional 
intelligence across physical, virtual, containers and private and public cloud environments.

 
BENEFITS

Red Hat Insights provides ongoing, in-depth analysis of your Red Hat infrastructure to proactively 
identify key threats to security, performance, and stability. Utilizing predictive analytics across your 
environment extends your visibility and allows IT staff to resolve technical issues before they impact 
your environment. Proactively tracking the health of your infrastructure with a system powered by 
Red Hat knowledge allows you to fix problems faster and avoid costly downtime.

RED HAT INSIGHTS 
PREDICTIVE RISK ANALYTICS FOR IT

For more information about Red Hat Insights, visit access.redhat.com/insights
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Fueled by extensive technical knowledge from Red Hat’s constantly expanding knowledge base, 
including more than 100,000 verified solutions to threats and configuration issues, Insights generates 
a thorough analysis of your complete hardware and software stack. In addition to identifying 
configuration risks, Red Hat Insights provides clear resolution steps tailored for your specific 
environment. By combining granular risk assessment and tailored remediation steps, Red Hat Insights 
moves IT out of reactive mode and toward proactive, smart infrastructure management. 

KEY FEATURES

1.  Discovery of infrastructure risks on bare-metal, virtual, and  
     container platforms, as well as private and public clouds.

2. Tailored step-by-step resolutions per system to take the  
    guesswork out of remediation.

3. Integrated with Satellite, CloudForms, and Red Hat  
    Customer Portal to easily transition from insight to action.

4. Identify, prioritize, and assign remediation tasks to individual  
     systems or groups enabling faster response times.

SUPPORTED PLATFORMS 

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.4+ or 7+

• Red Hat OpenStack 7 and higher

• Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization 3.6 and higher

• All Red Hat container platforms

USE CASES

• Detect security weaknesses and stay ahead of threats on bare-metal,  
    virtual, container, private or public clouds.

• Streamline application performance and maximize system uptime to  
    optimize your IT infrastructure.

• Minimize risk for overwhelmed or understaffed operations team with 
   tailored and verified solutions.
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